Algorithmically designed peptides ameliorate behavioral defects in animal model of ADHD by an allosteric mechanism.
This study exemplifies the use of three ADHD-relevant methodological innovations. (1) The use of novel, patented, computational peptide design techniques to generate peptides targeting the extra-cellular and para-transmembrane amino acid loops of the putatively ADHD-involved, D(2) dopamine receptor, D(2)DAR; (2) experimental evidence that these peptides in L-amino acid/ortho ordered or D-amino acid/reverse ordered (retro-inverso), D(2)DAR, hydrophobic eigenmode matched forms, evoked positive allosteric and indirect agonist influences on in vitro stably receptor transfected CHO and LtK cells and on in vivo, brain mediated activity; (3) a representative 15 residue all-D-amino acid, D(2) mode matched peptide, given parenterally, was found to "repair" a key aberrant ADHD behavioral characteristic in a standard animal model of ADHD, the Spontaneously Hypertensive Rat, SHR, relative to its progenitor species control, the Wistar-Kyoto rat, WKY. The representative, retro-inverso peptide, all-D-LLYKNKPRYPKRNRE, reversed SHR's relative deficiency in sensory motor gating (pre-pulse inhibition, PPI) while leaving SHR's nonselective attention (rearings), impulsive behavior (time in center), and activity level (timed total motor behavior) unchanged. Amphetamine also reversed SHRs sensory gating defect, but with significant increases in nonselective attention, impulsivity and hyperactivity. These preliminary results suggest the possibility of a new, "softer" pharmacological approach to ADHD: hydrophobic mode matched peptide allosteric augmentation of the activity of indigenous dopamine with respect to D(2)DAR mediated function, in place of stimulant drug-induced presynaptic dopamine release or impairment of dopamine uptake.